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Abstract 15 
Collision-induced absorption from vibronic transitions of O2-O2 and O2-N2 collision complexes is an 16 

important contributor to light-matter interaction in the atmosphere with relevance to radiative heat 17 

transfer and spectroscopic remote sensing.  Despite in-depth studies involving quantum calculations of 18 

this effect, comparisons between experiment and theory would benefit from less computationally 19 

burdensome calculations that closely approximate the temperature dependence of the theoretical band 20 

shape and intensity. Accordingly, we present a parameterized representation of recent quantum 21 

calculations for collision-induced absorption by O2-O2 and O2-N2 about the 1.27 m monomer band of 22 

O2.  This approach leverages the theoretical decomposition of the spectra into exchange and spin-orbit 23 

contributions, with each component having a distinct temperature-dependent band shape.  Composite 24 

spectra are approximated as a linear combination of the theoretical profiles with seven adjustable 25 

parameters that scale the component intensities and their dependences on temperature.  We demonstrate 26 

that this empirical representation can accurately simulate the theoretical calculations, and we present a 27 

global fit of the model to previously reported collision-induced absorption spectra (O2-O2, O2-N2, and O2-28 

air) measured by cavity ring-down spectroscopy over the temperature range 271 K - 332 K. 29 

  30 

Introduction 31 

By exploiting the well-mixed quality of molecular oxygen in the atmosphere, spectroscopic 32 

measurements of light absorption can provide a precise measure of column-integrated air mass for satel-33 

lite and remote sensing missions.  To this end, the rovibronic O2 A-band, b
1
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-
g (0 – 0), centered at 34 

a wavelength of 0.76 μm, is used by the OCO-2 [1], OCO-3 [2], GOSAT [3], and SCIAMACHY [4] mis-35 

sions.  Similarly, the rovibronic 1.27 μm band of O2, a
1
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3
Σ

-
g (0 – 0), has been probed to determine air 36 

mass in the ground-based Total Carbon Column Observing Network (TCCON) [5], whereas recent ad-37 

vances in modeling spontaneous emission from excited state O2 in the upper atmosphere (airglow) [6, 7] 38 

have enabled use of this band in satellite measurements such as the COCCON [8], SCIAMACHY [4], and 39 

MicroCarb missions [9].    40 

Atmospheric column retrievals rely on the ability to accurately model variations of the O2 absorp-41 

tion coefficient with frequency, pressure, temperature, and collisional partner, as well as to account for 42 

complications associated with line mixing and underlying continua. Observed spectra exhibit narrow 43 

monomer lines characteristic of each rovibronic band which are superimposed on a broad collision-44 

induced absorption (CIA) continuum. The monomer rovibronic transitions in both bands are caused by 45 

weak spin-orbit-allowed magnetic dipole transitions [10].  In the atmosphere, the CIA continuum in these 46 

bands is caused by binary collisions between O2-O2 or O2-N2 molecules resulting in a transient collisional 47 
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complex with an electric dipole transition moment.  While the absorption coefficient of each monomer 48 

line is proportional to O2 molecular density, that of the CIA is proportional to the product of the number 49 

densities of O2 and its collisional partner either O2 or N2 in this case. This property makes the phenomena 50 

increasingly important at high density, like those found in remote sensing measurements [11].    51 

Traditionally, CIA in these O2 bands is operationally defined as the absorption that remains after 52 

accounting for baseline, monomer absorption, and other losses like Rayleigh scattering [10, 12-17] in 53 

observed spectra.   This approach can present difficulties in systems like the O2 A-band, where the CIA is 54 

relatively weak by comparison to the monomer contribution and its extraction from the measured spec-55 

trum is highly correlated with the chosen line-mixing model [18-20].  Consequently, retrievals of CIA 56 

depend on spectroscopic relations that describe the J-dependence of the intensities, line shapes and line 57 

mixing of the monomeric spectra.  The inclusion of theoretical constraints on the magnitude and shape of 58 

the CIA is expected to help decouple the concurrently observed monomeric and bimolecular features, 59 

which should ultimately lead to more accurate measurements of the CIA and improved spectroscopic 60 

models.   61 

While models of spectroscopic lines shapes have long been used to describe monomer transitions 62 

[21], until recently published work by Karman et al. [10],  a well-developed theory did not exist for mod-63 

eling the band shape of spin-forbidden electronic transitions in bimolecular collisions.  To address this 64 

gap, they used analytical models and numerical quantum scattering calculations to calculate the band 65 

shape of CIA for O2-O2 and O2-N2 collision pairs in both the 0.76 μm (0 – 0) and 1.27 μm O2 bands (0–0), 66 

as well as in the three vibrationally excited upper state bands: [(0–1), (0–2) for a
1
Δg-Χ

3
Σ

-
g] and [(0–1) for 67 

b
1
 Σ

-
g -Χ

3
Σ

-
g] [10].  This theoretical model is based on the superposition of two distinct interaction mech-68 

anisms: exchange and spin-orbit [10].  The exchange mechanism accounts for the exchange interaction 69 

between paramagnetic collisional partners and yields a much broader band shape than the spin-orbit case 70 

which corresponds to intramolecular spin-orbit coupling between various states of O2 [10].  Because the 71 

exchange mechanism only applies to paramagnetic collisional partners, the CIA by O2-O2 is predicted to 72 

have both spin-orbit and exchange components, but that of O2-N2 will only have a spin-orbit component 73 

[10].  The accuracy of the predicted band shapes for both mechanisms is limited by the approximations in 74 

the modeling, while the intensities of the mechanisms are subject to relatively large uncertainty in the 75 

dipole moment surfaces.  Because of these uncertainties, the intensities of the spin-orbit and exchange 76 

mechanisms are scaled and summed to best match measured spectra [10, 11, 14, 18, 22, 23].  77 

By comparison to the 0.76 m O2 band, absorption in the 1.27 μm band exhibits a much more 78 

prominent CIA continuum relative to its monomer spectrum, with the latter component exhibiting less 79 

line-mixing.  These properties of the 1.27 m band facilitate disentanglement of the monomeric and its 80 

CIA contributions to total absorption – thus rendering this band to be a more appropriate initial case for 81 

assessing the accuracy of theoretical calculations of CIA involving O2.  In the remainder of this article, 82 

we focus on CIA in the 1.27 μm band, and we apply the theoretical calculations of Karman et al [10] to 83 

analyze three sets of previously published cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) measurements which 84 

comprise CIA spectra in O2-O2, O2-N2 and O2-air samples for temperatures ranging from 271 K – 332 K.  85 

To illustrate this approach, we present a multiparameter and intensity-scalable approximation yielding 86 

results that accurately simulate those given by theory, we use this model approximation to globally fit 87 

rescaled CIA band shapes to the measured spectra, and we discuss how the presented model can support 88 

intercomparisons between new experiments and theory.   89 
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Experimental and Theoretical CIA 90 

Here we compare the theoretical spectra published in [10, 11] to four sets of measured CIA in the 91 

1.27 μm O2 band corresponding respectively to Maté et al. [14], Mondelain et al. [13], Kassi et al [12], 92 

and Fleurbaey et al [24].  The experiments of Maté et al. were done using Fourier transform spectroscopy 93 

(FTS) [14], and the other three cited studies were based on CRDS [12, 13, 24].   94 

Maté et al. measured O2-O2 and O2-N2 CIA at sample densities between 1 and 10 amagat, and 95 

temperatures, T, of 253 K, 273 K, and 296 K [14]. A density in amagat units is defined as the ratio of the 96 

observed ideal-gas number density at a temperature, T, and pressure, p, with that at a reference condition 97 

of 273.15 K and 101.325 kPa.  The monomer absorption of O2 was modeled using the spectroscopic line 98 

list of Lafferty et al. [25] with adjustments to the Q-branch line intensities introduced to minimize 99 

residuals and N2-broadening parameters approximated from the self-broadening [14].  The CIA spectra 100 

for O2-O2 at 296 K and O2-air at 253 K, 273 K, and 296 K published by Maté are included in HITRAN 101 

2019 CIA update [11].   102 

Regarding the theoretical CIA calculations of Karman et al., because there are significant 103 

uncertainties in the calculated dipole moment surfaces, the intensities of the spin-orbit and exchange 104 

components are also subject to large uncertainty.  Consequently, the 1.27 m band CIA intensities [10] 105 

were scaled to the measurements reported by Maté et al. [14], and these results were published in the 106 

HITRAN 2019 CIA update over the temperature range 206 K – 346 K for the  O2-O2, O2-N2, and O2-air 107 

systems [11]. In the remainder of this article, references to the “theoretical” CIA for this band correspond 108 

to these intensity-scaled results. The spin-orbit and exchange band shapes across the same temperature 109 

range are provided in the supplement of this work.  110 

In the initial CRDS study of CIA in the 1.27 μm O2 band, Mondelain et al. reported O2-N2 and 111 

O2-O2 measurements collected at 297 K [13], while in a second study by the same group Kassi et al. 112 

provided additional measurements at 271 K and 332 K [12].  The broad wavenumber ranges covered, 113 

7,550 cm
-1 

– 8,360 cm
-1

 at 271 K and 332 K, and 7513 cm
-1 

– 8466 cm
-1 

at 297 K, were achieved using a 114 

combination of distributed feedback and external cavity diode lasers.  Unlike the Maté et al. data [14], 115 

these spectra were collected below 1 amagat (which is more representative of atmospheric conditions), 116 

and measurements were made  in the troughs between the monomer absorption lines.  As described 117 

above, the CIA was determined as the remaining absorption after having subtracted the measured 118 

Rayleigh scattering and monomer absorption [26, 27].  The reported binary collision absorption 119 

coefficient was based on a spline fit to the CIA measurements in the trough segments.   120 

The most recent study of CIA in the 1.27 μm O2 band by Fleurbaey et al. [24] was based on fre-121 

quency-stabilized CRDS.   Measurements of O2 in air at 296 K were made at six pressures from 3.3 kPa 122 

to 100 kPa and covering the spectral range 7800 cm
-1

 – 7950 cm
-1

.  Unlike the previous measurements by 123 

Mondelain et al. [13] and Kassi et al. [12], the monomer absorption cores and regions between transitions 124 

were measured.  In this study, the line shape parameters of the monomer transitions were fit and the CIA 125 

was extracted from smoothed baseline fits over small wavenumber segments (1 cm
-1

 – 2 cm
-1

) [24].   126 

Comparison between the Theoretical CIA and Experimental Datasets 127 

In the left column of Fig. 1 we present the theoretical CIA data, where it is apparent that the integrat-128 

ed O2-O2 CIA is about four times larger than the O2-N2 component, with O2-air component being about 129 

three times smaller than that of the air after summing the O2 and N2 contributions weighted by their re-130 

spective mole fractions.  On the scale of the relatively large differences in integrated CIA between the O2-131 

broadener pairs, the impact of temperature is much smaller, but not entirely negligible.  132 
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In the right column of Fig. 1 we summarize the differences (observed – theory) in binary absorption 133 

coefficients between the four above-mentioned experimental studies and the theoretical values for O2-O2, 134 

O2-air, and O2-N2 using the previously scaled mechanism intensities.  For all broadener pairing it is evi-135 

dent that the CRDS results exhibit significantly less noise than do the data of Maté et al, which can be 136 

attributed in part to the fact the CRDS results have been smoothed. There is excellent agreement between 137 

the room-temperature O2-air binary absorption coefficients reported by Mondelain et al. [13] and those of 138 

Fleurbaey et al. [24], where the integrated binary absorption coefficients have a relative absolute differ-139 

ence of 0.11% over the common spectral range [24].  The O2-air binary absorption coefficient reported by 140 

Maté et al. [14] is about 3% smaller than that reported at similar temperatures by Mondelain [13] and 141 

Kassi [12].  Near a temperature of 296 K, the O2-O2 binary absorption coefficient is about 2.5% smaller 142 

than that reported by Mondelain [13] and 0.5% smaller than that reported by Kassi [12] close to 273 K.   143 
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 144 

Fig. 1. Theoretical CIA binary absorption coefficients [10, 11] (left panels) at range of temperature similar to 145 
experimental data. Differences between experimental and theoretical (obs. – calc.) CIA binary absorption 146 
coefficients for Maté [14], Mondelain [13], Kassi [12], and Fleurbaey [24] data (right panels).  The band center is 147 
located at approximately 7875 cm

-1
. 148 

There is good agreement between the theoretical values and the experimental datasets with relative 149 

magnitude of the residuals at approximately the 5-12 % level, shown in Fig. 1.  This comparison has zero 150 

degrees of freedom, which makes this level of agreement promising for use of theoretical values in the 151 

analysis of experimental CIA spectra.  Despite the agreement, there are systematic differences between 152 

the experiment and theory.  The O2-O2 binary absorption coefficient shows the largest difference with 153 

structured symmetric w-shaped residuals.  For the case of O2-air, these differences exhibit an asymmetric 154 
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w shape with the larger lobe on the R-branch side.  The lower-magnitude and narrower lobe observed is 155 

located at the Q Branch, located approximately between 7865 cm
-1

 and 7885 cm
-1

, where there is a high 156 

density of lines.  This is a spectral region where the discrepancy between the theory and measurements 157 

could be especially susceptible to choice of the monomer absorption model, specifically line mixing [10].  158 

The O2-N2 binary absorption coefficient residual also exhibits a large asymmetric w-shaped difference.  159 

Notably, the data are of sufficiently high quality that all collision-partner pairings show a temperature 160 

dependence in the residuals.   161 

Based on the systematic differences between experiment and the published theory shown in Fig. 1 162 

(which vary with temperature), it is apparent that additional degrees of freedom in the model are needed 163 

to improve the agreement between observations and calculations. In the approach used by Karman et al. 164 

[10], only the spin-orbit and exchange mechanism intensities were scaled to match the observations, and 165 

no provisions for adjusting the temperature dependence of these intensities were considered.  To address 166 

this limitation, below we introduce an adjustable model to specify small deviations of the temperature 167 

dependence about the theoretical behavior. 168 

Defining the Model Function 169 

We define the binary absorption coefficient, B, for each collision pair (either O2-O2 or O2-N2) and 170 

CIA mechanism (spin or exchange) as the ratio of the absorption coefficient,  , and the product of 171 

absorber and collision-partner number densities,    
  or       .  Using the theoretical CIA model for the 172 

1.27 μm O2 band reported by Karman et al. [10] we account for the temperature (T) and wavenumber () 173 

-dependent spin-orbit and exchange mechanisms described by the theoretical area-normalized profiles 174 

gs(,T) and ge(,T), (in cm) respectively, with the relative intensities for the spin-orbit, Ss and exchange Se 175 

components scaled to match the measurements (in cm
-2

 amagat
-2

).  This decomposition leads to binary 176 

absorption coefficients (in units of cm
-1

 amagat
-2

) for O2-O2 (Eq. 1) and O2-N2 (Eq. 2).  It should be noted 177 

that the spin-orbit area-normalized profile is the same for both O2-O2 and O2-N2, but the intensity of the 178 

spin-orbit component is unique to the collisional pair.    179 

          
                                       (1) 180 

                                        (2) 181 

The binary absorption coefficient of an arbitrary mixture of O2 and N2, designated by x, is given 182 

by the mole-fraction-weighted sum of O2-O2 and O2-N2 binary absorption coefficients in Eqs. 1-2 183 

                                                       (3) 184 

                         , 185 

 186 

where             ,                    are the respective mole fractions of O2 and N2 in the 187 

mixture and         ,          , and          comprise the set of three mechanism-dependent intensities. 188 

Note that, with the aid of Eqs. 1 and 3, independent measurements of        and       can be used to 189 

extract experimental values for        and        .  In this work we treat air as a binary mixture of O2 190 

(mole fraction of 0.2095) and N2, ignoring the effects of Ar and other species.   191 

Generally, the magnitude of the CIA is reported in terms of the integrated binary absorption coef-192 

ficient,              .  If the    and    profiles are area-normalized in the model function, then the 193 

integrated binary absorption coefficient must equal the sum of the intensities from the spin-orbit and ex-194 
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change mechanisms.  The temperature dependence of the spin-orbit and exchange band shape functions 195 

over the temperature range 206 K – 346 K, are extrapolated to a broader spectral range to provide a more 196 

accurate measure of the mechanism area [10, 11].  These results are given in the supplemental material.  197 

Each extrapolated spin-orbit and exchange mechanism at a given temperature was normalized by area so 198 

that            . 199 

The spectrum profiles for the exchange and spin-orbit mechanisms depend on temperature and 200 

are provided in the supplement in 10 K increments between 206 K and 346 K.  Without a functional form 201 

that captures changes in band shape with temperature, an interpolation function is necessary to estimate 202 

the theoretical shape of    and     at an arbitrary temperature within the temperature range considered in 203 

the theory.  For both mechanism band shapes and at each sampled wavenumber, we fit a third-order 204 

polynomial, Eq. 4, to the ratio of area-normalized profile at a temperature with that at the reference 205 

temperature,     = 296 K.  The fitted coefficients were tabulated for use in the parameterized CIA model.  206 

Fig. 2 shows the relative change in the area-normalized band shapes as a function of temperature at 207 

several discrete wavenumbers across the spectral region considered.    208 

                                            
              

  , (4) 209 

 where,             , in which m designates exchange or spin-orbit, and r refers to 210 

the reference temperature condition    = 296 K. 211 

 212 

 213 

Fig. 2. Least-squares fits of Eq. 4 to the temperature-dependent theoretical spin-orbit (left) and exchange (right) 214 
mechanism band shapes assuming a reference temperature of 296 K.  Calculations are shown for various 215 
wavenumbers across the 1.27 μm O2 band. Fitted and theoretical results are indicated by solid lines and symbols, 216 
respectively.  217 

In addition to capturing the temperature dependence of the two mechanism band shapes, our 218 

model treats the three intensities, SO2-O2,e, SO2-O2,s, and SO2-N2,s, as independently adjustable, temperature-219 

dependent parameters. To demonstrate that this approach provides an accurate representation of the 220 

theoretical spectra as a function of wavenumber and temperature, we fit the sum of    and    terms 221 

scaled by the respective three intensities to the binary absorption coefficients published by Karman et al. 222 

[10, 11].   The resulting fit residuals were at the numerical noise level, as the theoretical binary absorption 223 

coefficients were similarly generated.  The temperature dependence for each of the three intensities was 224 

subsequently described as a second-order polynomial relative to the value at the reference temperature, 225 

given by expressions of the form   226 
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  .     (5) 227 

The adjustable terms derived from this fitting procedure are summarized in Table 1, and the temperature 228 

dependences of the intensities for both the spin-orbit and exchange mechanisms are plotted in Fig. 3.  We 229 

note that when normalized to the reference temperature, the spin-orbit mechanism intensity is assumed to 230 

have the same temperature dependence for O2-O2 and O2-N2, despite differences in their respective 231 

intensities.  This constraint could be relaxed if sufficient data spanning a range of sample compositions 232 

and experimental temperatures were available for validation.      233 

 234 

Fig. 3. Least-squares fits of Eq. 5 (solid lines) to the theoretical normalized temperature-dependent integrated 235 
intensities (symbols) for the spin-orbit (left) and exchange mechanisms (right).  The theorical spin-orbit normalized 236 
temperature-dependent integrated intensity is the same for O2-O2 and O2-N2, resulting in overlayed symbols.  237 

The combination of area-normalized band shapes, gs(,T) and ge(,T),  plus the ability to calculate 238 

their respective temperature-dependent intensities, provides sufficient flexibility to numerically represent 239 

the composition, temperature and wavenumber dependences of the theoretical CIA reported by Karman et 240 

al. [10].  To this end, we can use Eq. 4 to calculate the normalized    and    at the experimental 241 

temperature which enables the composite profiles to be interpolated onto the experimental wavenumber 242 

grid.  The intensity terms, SO2-O2.e, SO2-O2,s, and SO2-N2,s, and associated sets of intensity temperature 243 

dependence parameters es, fs,, ee, and fe, for each absorber-collision pair can then be adjusted to yield a 244 

best-fit to the experimental binary coefficients.  245 

Fitting the Model to the Combined Grenoble and NIST data 246 

To assess whether our parameterized models can provide a precise representation of experimental 247 

results, we fit this model to the combined results of Fleurbaey et al. [28], Mondelain et al. [13], and Kassi 248 

et al. [12].  The data of Mondelain (at 297 K) [13] and Kassi (at 271 K and 332 K) [12] were obtained for 249 

samples of O2-N2 and O2-O2.  The Q-branch region of these data was omitted based on the required 250 

interpolation in this congested spectral interval.  While the Fleurbaey [24] data are only available at 296 K 251 

and for O2-air, they provided information in the Q-branch window because of the full-band collection 252 

procedure.   253 
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In an initial analysis, the intensity terms were adjusted to best match the measurements, but their 254 

temperature-dependence parameters were constrained to the theoretical values described above.  The 255 

results are shown in Fig. 4(b).  Allowing the intensities to vary to match the experimental spectra 256 

decreases the magnitude of the residuals for broadener pairs compared to the evaluation with the 257 

theoretical values.  However, band-wide systematic residuals remain.  Additionally, the magnitude of the 258 

residuals shows a temperature dependence, most notably for the case of O2-O2. 259 

   As illustrated in Fig. 4c, adjustment of the reference intensity and intensity temperature 260 

dependence terms reduces the temperature dependence of the fit residuals although systematic broadband 261 

residuals remain.  The O2-O2 binary absorption coefficient has a symmetric w-shaped residual, whereas 262 

that for O2-air has an asymmetric w-shaped residual with a larger broader lobe on the R-branch side.  263 

Notably, our current parameterization of the theoretical CIA does not allow for the mechanism band 264 

shapes to be adjusted.  This results in an underestimation of the integrated binary absorption coefficients 265 

for O2-O2, O2-air, and O2-N2 by 2.7%, 2.1%, and 1.2% when compared to the values reported at the 266 

reference temperature by Mondelain et al [13].  267 

 268 
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 269 

 270 

Fig. 4. Least-squares fits of the intensity-scaled, theoretical binary absorption coefficient,      , with the combined 271 
CRDS data from Fleurbaey [24], Mondelain [13], and Kassi [12].  (a) Spin-orbit and exchange temperature-272 
dependent intensities were constrained to theory (left). (b) Spin-orbit and exchange intensities were constrained to 273 
follow the theoretical temperature dependence and only the reference intensities were floated (center). (c) Results 274 
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obtained by also floating the temperature dependence of the intensities (right). The three panels are the fit residuals 275 
for O2-O2, O2-air, and O2-N2 (obs. – calc.).  The relative magnitude of the residuals (max. – min. / obs.) is presented 276 
in top right corner of each subplot. 277 

Table 1.  Mechanism intensities and intensity temperature dependence terms based on 1) theory scaled to Maté et al. 278 
[14]and 2) values obtained from fitting the parameterized model to the Mondelain et al.[13], Kassi et al.[12], and 279 
Fleurbaey et al. [24] data sets.  280 

 SO2-O2,e 

(10
-6

 cm
-2

 

amagat
-2

) 

SO2-O2,s 

(10
-6

 cm
-2

 

amagat
-2

) 

SO2-N2,s 

(10
-6

 cm
-2

 

amagat
-2

) 

ee fe es fs 

Theory  304.7450(13) 

  

 39.1291(9) 

 

 70.7353(4) 

 

0.002844(1) 

 

3.63(2) x 10-6  

 

1.46(3) x 10-4 

 

1.47(4) x 10-

6 

 

Results 

from 

global fit  

301.06(31) 

  

 

 48.00(19) 

 

 70.27(4) 

 

0.00128(3)  

 

6.7(13) x 10-6 

 

-4.5(6)x 10-4 

 

9.1(18) x 10-

6 

 

 281 

Table 1 compares the theoretical values for the mechanism intensities and intensity temperature 282 

dependence parameters to those resulting from global fits to the data [12, 13, 24]. The O2-air integrated 283 

binary absorption coefficients from Mondelain et al. [13] and Fleurbaey et al. [24] were within 0.11%.  284 

Additionally, the data of Mondelain [13] et al. were collected at the reference temperature condition, 285 

making it an ideal comparison point.  The integrated binary absorption coefficients (obtained without 286 

adjusting the temperature dependence of the band shape to fit the experimental data) reported for the 287 

scaled theoretical model [11] were 4.2%, 2.6%, and 0.5% smaller than the measured values reported by 288 

Mondelain et al. [13] for the O2-O2, O2-air, and O2-N2 cases, respectively. Fits to the same data including 289 

adjustment of both the mechanism intensities and their temperature dependences, yielded relative differ-290 

ences between experiment and model of 2.7%, 2.1%, and 1.2%, for the O2-O2, O2-air, and O2-N2 pairs, 291 

respectively. As before, all three fitted values were smaller than the corresponding measurements reported 292 

by Mondelain et al. [13]. Given that the fit residuals shown in Fig. 3 for O2-O2 are by far the largest 293 

among these three collision pairs, not surprisingly we found the biggest improvement was realized for the 294 

case of O2-O2. The remaining discrepancy in the integrated binary absorption coefficients can be ascribed 295 

to the systematic residuals. 296 

Fig. 5 summarizes differences in the temperature dependence of the theoretical and experimental in-297 

tensities.  The results agree with the observations of Kassi et al. [12] who suggested that the theoretical 298 

temperature dependence of the exchange mechanism was larger than that observed in the experiment 299 

and/or the negative magnitude spin-orbit temperature dependence at bandcenter was underestimated.  Our 300 

analysis (Fig. 5) shows a weaker temperature dependence for the exchange mechanism and a larger-301 

magnitude and opposite slope temperature dependence for the spin-orbit mechanism than that reported by 302 

the theory.  However, the cavity ring-down CIA data used in this work cover a relatively narrow 60 K 303 

interval about the reference temperature and as such do not sample the entire theoretical temperature de-304 

pendence range.  Fig. 2 shows that within this range, temperature-driven changes in the mechanism band 305 

shapes are relatively small compared to the broader temperature range where theoretical values were pro-306 

vided. Although there were no physical constraints on the deviation from the theoretical temperature de-307 

pendence (first- and second-order quadratic terms in Eq. 5), the resulting fitted values were not substan-308 

tially different than the theoretical values. Consequently, these extra degrees of freedom yielded only 309 

small perturbations to the theory.  The need for only small changes to the theory to best match experiment 310 

highlights the level of agreement between theory and experiment.  Our results show that the structure and 311 

magnitude of the remaining residuals (after having fit all seven degrees of freedom in the model) appear 312 
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to be insensitive to temperature. Expanding the temperature range would improve confidence in the three 313 

fitted temperature-dependent intensities and would enable a more rigorous analysis of whether the re-314 

maining residual structure is indeed temperature independent. 315 

  316 

 317 

Fig. 5. Comparison of the scalar temperature dependence between theory (based on published temperature 318 
dependence, shown with black symbols) and values obtained from global fit (with additional temperature 319 
dependence, shown with colored symbols and solid line) to the CRDS data.  The theoretical scalar temperature 320 
dependence is parameterized by the scalar temperature dependence terms provided in the top row of Table 1.  The 321 
global fit scalar temperature dependence terms are provided in the bottom row of Table 1. 322 

A current limitation of the parameterized binary absorption coefficient model theory published by 323 

Karman et al. [10] is the occurrence of systematic structure in the residuals for all broadener pairings.  To 324 

illustrate this result, Fig. 6 shows the smoothed intensity-normalized residuals of both the spin-orbit and 325 

exchange mechanisms.  The spin-orbit mechanism residuals were calculated from the O2-N2 binary 326 

absorption coefficient residuals (Eq 2) based on the global fit to the combined CRDS data [12, 13, 24] .  327 

Using this result and the fact that the spin-orbit band shape is independent of collisional pairing, the 328 

exchange mechanism residuals were calculated from the O2-O2 binary absorption coefficient residuals (Eq 329 

1).  While differences between theory and experiment could be addressed by adding empirical 330 

adjustments or ad hoc corrections to mechanism band shapes, this approach would reduce confidence in 331 

using the theoretical band shape as a physical constraint in applications where monomer absorption and 332 

CIA are spectrally overlapped and consequently numerically correlated.  Accepting that there are limits to 333 

the accuracy of theoretical CIA band shapes, then the structure and magnitude of the fit residuals can 334 

provide insight into refining the theory and quantifying any resulting improvements.    335 
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 336 

  337 

Fig. 6. Spin-orbit and exchange mechanism residuals calculated from the O2-O2, and O2-N2 residuals, using Eqs. 1 338 
and 2, based on least-squares fits of the respective intensity-scaled, theoretical binary absorption coefficients (with 339 
temperature-dependent mechanism intensities) to the combined CRDS data from Fleurbaey [24], Mondelain [13], 340 
and Kassi [12]. 341 

Improvements to the Calculations of the Theoretical Mechanisms  342 

 343 

The demonstrated shortcomings of the theoretical mechanism for the CIA band shapes can be 344 

attributed to two main approximations: the first is the model of the electronic transition-dipole surface, 345 

and the second is the treatment of the interaction between the molecules.  In this work we focused on the 346 

1.27 μm O2 band, however addressing approximations in the theory would affect the model accuracy for 347 

both the 0.76 and 1.27 μm O2 bands.  348 

 349 

For the spin-orbit based mechanism, a simple model of the dipole function was chosen that 350 

accounts only for first-order quadrupole induction. The motivation is that spin-orbit coupling mixes the X 351 

and b electronic states, leading to a transition dipole function proportional to both the spin-orbit coupling 352 

and the a to b state transition dipole. This dipole moment is spin-allowed but parity forbidden, and hence 353 

gains intensity only by breaking the parity selection rule upon collisions. For the collision-induced a-to-b 354 

transition dipole function, only first-order quadrupole induction was considered because this R
-4

 355 

contribution is usually dominant. However, this quantity can be more accurately determined by including 356 

higher-order contributions, as well as modifications of the power-law R-dependence at short range. 357 

Ultimately, one may even determine the full a-to-b transition dipole surface from accurate ab initio 358 

calculations, which would be a considerable effort. Another direction of improvement would be to 359 

consider the interaction-induced variation of the spin-orbit coupling, which in principle can also be 360 

obtained from ab initio calculations [10, 29]. 361 

 362 

For the exchange-based absorption mechanism, the uncertainty in the transition dipole surface is 363 

far greater. As described in detail in Ref. [10, 30], it appears that calculating accurate transition dipole 364 
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moments for these nominally spin-forbidden electronic transitions is not possible using current methods 365 

for accurate calculations of electronic properties in the ground state. For example, calculations at the 366 

CASSCF and MRCI level for various active spaces yield completely different dipole functions. This is 367 

highly unusual for “normal” allowed transition dipole functions, and for one-electron properties in 368 

general, which are usually qualitatively well-described at the simplest SCF level. Hence, improving upon 369 

this exchange-induced transition dipole surface likely requires further method development [10, 29]. 370 

 371 

Regarding the second approximation involving the interaction between the molecules, the main 372 

deficiency is that only isotropic interactions were considered. The effect of anisotropy of the interaction 373 

was estimated by computing the integrated intensity by a classical phase-space integral. Including 374 

anisotropy increased the intensity by about 50% for the spin-orbit mechanism, and a factor of two to four 375 

for the exchange-based mechanism. Hence, there is every reason to believe the effect of interaction 376 

anisotropy is substantial, but unfortunately it could not be included in the quantal band shape calculations 377 

because this would have prohibitively increased the required computer time. Anisotropic interactions can 378 

be included more efficiently in classical simulations [31], but methodology to consider these effects in the 379 

modeling of electronic transitions has not yet been developed. Alternatively, one could use classical 380 

phase-space integrals to compute higher moments of the spectrum [32] – rather than just the integrated 381 

intensity, or zeroth moment – in order to determine crude corrections to the band shape [10]. 382 

 383 

In addition to the neglect of anisotropic interactions, Karman et al. also assumed that the O2-N2 384 

and O2-O2 interactions are identical. This approximation is possibly less severe than the neglect of 385 

anisotropic interactions, but it could be improved upon especially using the new O2-N2 potential energy 386 

surface in the electronic ground state [33].  Also, ab initio calculations of the electronically excited states 387 

are possible but might not provide substantial improvements as the differences in potentials between 388 

electronic ground and excited state are relatively small. 389 

Conclusions 390 

In this work, we fit parameterized representations of the theoretical CIA published by Karman et 391 

al. [10] to CRDS measurements of binary absorption coefficients. Measurements for O2-O2, O2-air, and 392 

O2-N2 [12, 13, 24] performed at NIST and Grenoble were considered.  We introduced a model based on 393 

the scaled superposition of spin-orbit and exchange mechanisms to adjust the temperature-dependent 394 

mechanism intensities to the measured spectra.  For all broadener pairs and without adjusting the tempera-395 

ture dependence of the mechanism intensity, the theoretical integrated binary absorption coefficient is 396 

within 4.2% of the experiment. When the mechanism intensity is allowed to vary in the fit, experiment 397 

and theory differ by 2.7%.   Although the agreement between theory and experiment is good, there remain 398 

systematic differences in the mechanism-dependent band shapes.   399 

The adjustments to the temperature-dependent intensity mechanisms allow additional flexibility 400 

in fitting the theory to measured spectra while maintaining a physical constraint on the overall band 401 

shape.  Additional degrees of freedom achieved by allowing for the adjustment of the CIA band shapes 402 

would provide reduced residuals but would be achieved at the expense of less physically justified band 403 

shapes.  Advancements in the theory upon which the CIA band shapes are based, namely addressing the 404 

approximations made for the electronic transition-dipole surface and the model of the interaction between 405 

the molecules would provide more confidence in the theoretical mechanism band shapes and better con-406 

straints for data analysis.  In this work, we report the spin-orbit and exchange mechanism contributions to 407 

the residuals which should be useful for informing future theoretical development.  Additional measure-408 

ments of CIA spanning a broader range of temperatures are also necessary to validate refinements to the 409 

theoretical models. 410 
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The remaining discrepancy between theory and experiment means that the recommended 411 

reference data for the 1.27 μm binary absorption coefficients would be those obtained by combining the 412 

data of Fleurbaey [24], Mondelain [13], and Kassi [12] at room temperature, then combining this result 413 

with the experimental temperature dependence to achieve the best available accuracy over the reported 414 

temperature range.  However, the parameterized theoretical model based on the work of Karman et al. 415 

[10] described in this work has been included in the Multi-spectrum Analysis Tool for Spectroscopy 416 

(MATS) [34].  MATS is a multi-spectrum fitting and analysis tool historically used for 417 

modeling/simulating line-by-line monomer absorption features.  The inclusion of the parameterized 418 

theoretical binary absorption coefficient model for O2-O2 and O2-N2 adds the ability to simultaneously 419 

determine monomer absorption and extract CIA from measured spectra by using the theoretical CIA 420 

model of Karman et al. as a constraint. 421 

Theoretical models of CIA from binary interactions of O2-O2 and O2-N2 are required to predict 422 

the composition, pressure and temperature dependence of absorption cross-sections encountered in the 423 

remote sensing of atmospheric O2.  Because of the availability of new variable-temperature CIA data in 424 

the 1.27 μm band of O2 and given that this broadband absorption is much more prominent than in the 0.76 425 

μm band, we chose to apply recent theory for the longer-wavelength CIA by O2-O2, O2-air, and O2-N2.  426 

We found that the literature data for binary absorption coefficients in the 1.27 μm band are in excellent 427 

agreement [10-14, 24], thereby bounding uncertainty of the current calculations and making this band a 428 

more appealing target for refinement of the theory.  Fig. 7 (bottom) shows much greater experimental 429 

discrepancies between CIA cross sections in the 0.76 μm band [10, 11, 18-20, 35, 36] .  This follows in 430 

part because of the less prominent CIA compared to the monomer absorption (depicted in the middle and 431 

top panels of Fig. 7, respectively) and the difficulty in disentangling this broadband effect from that of 432 

line-mixing. These differences in measured CIA also far exceed [10-13, 24, 37] those demonstrated here 433 

between experiment and theory in the 1.27 μm. Assuming that the theoretical relative uncertainties in 434 

band shapes are similar for both spectral regions, then the present theory might provide a realistic 435 

constraint on CIA in the 0.76 m region, although independent experimental confirmation of this 436 

assumption would be highly desirable. 437 
 438 
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 439 

Fig. 7. Top row: Monomer absorption for air simulated using the HITRAN 2020 line list [38] at 296 K and 101.325 440 
kPa for the O2 bands at 0.76 μm (left) and 1.27 μm (right). Middle row: Experimental O2-air CIA reported in the 441 
HITRAN 2019 CIA update [11] originally published by Tran et al. for the 0.76 μm [18] and Maté et al. for the 1.27 442 
μm [14] O2 bands.  Bottom row: Comparison of literature O2-Air binary absorption coefficients [10, 11, 13, 14, 18-443 
20, 24, 35-37]. 444 
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